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Elastic Optimization for Stragglers in Edge Federated Learning

Khadija Sultana�, Khandakar Ahmed, Bruce Gu, and Hua Wang

Abstract: To fully exploit enormous data generated by intelligent devices in edge computing, edge federated learning

(EFL) is envisioned as a promising solution. The distributed collaborative training in EFL deals with delay and

privacy issues compared to traditional centralized model training. However, the existence of straggling devices,

responding slow to servers, degrades model performance. We consider data heterogeneity from two aspects: high

dimensional data generated at edge devices where the number of features is greater than that of observations and

the heterogeneity caused by partial device participation. With large number of features, computation overhead on the

devices increases, causing edge devices to become stragglers. And incorporation of partial training results causes

gradients to be diverged which further exaggerates when more training is performed to reach local optima. In this

paper, we introduce elastic optimization methods for stragglers due to data heterogeneity in edge federated learning.

Specifically, we define the problem of stragglers in EFL. Then, we formulate an optimization problem to be solved at

edge devices. We customize a benchmark algorithm, FedAvg, to obtain a new elastic optimization algorithm (FedEN)

which is applied in local training of edge devices. FedEN mitigates stragglers by having a balance between lasso and

ridge penalization thereby generating sparse model updates and enforcing parameters as close as to local optima.

We have evaluated the proposed model on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. Simulated experiments demonstrate

that our approach improves run time training performance by achieving average accuracy with less communication

rounds. The results confirm the improved performance of our approach over benchmark algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed applications of machine
learning (ML) algorithms to the unprecedented data
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generated at edge devices. The wide application
areas include image classification[1, 2], natural language
processing[3, 4], autonomous driving[5, 6], and human-
computer interaction[7, 8]. ML models intended for such
areas need massive amount of data which need to
be available at training time[9]. As per general data
protection regulation (GDPR) rules, the data have
to be protected[10–12]. Therefore, federated learning
(FL)[13] emerged as a solution to data privacy in
ML training. As can be seen in Fig. 1, federated
learning has caught attention and its interest is
increasing worldwide due to its privacy-preserving
characteristics[14–16]. Although FL can solve privacy
issues, the architecture adopted is highly rigid. FL has
been widely adopted in various domains in collaboration
with blockchain such as cognitive computing[17] and fog
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Fig. 1 Federated learning worldwide.

computing[18]. Traditionally, FL follows a parameter-
server architecture where a cloud server is responsible
for model aggregation. However, the cloud associated
communication latency is quite high[19, 20]. Originally,
FL is designed for wired connected systems. Recently,
FL has been applied as an application in edge computing
connecting to wireless links. This overcomes traditional
architectural problems and also provides intermediate
edge level aggregations improving communication speed.
Therefore, a hot research area called edge federated
learning (EFL)[21] which implements federated learning
in edge computing is widely adopted. Most of the recent
research in FL has focused on EFL framework[22–28].
In addition to this, authors in Refs. [29, 30] described
current privacy preserving research in edge computing
using federated learning.

In EFL, edge servers are responsible for intermediate
model aggregations. Edge devices communicate with
closer edge servers rather than cloud servers thereby
decreasing communication latency. The problem in EFL
is the efficient utilization[31] of resources to improve
performance. Furthermore, performance is degraded due
to system and statistical heterogeneity. Ideally, in EFL
each client update is required for global model update.
Currently, a benchmark algorithm for FL, federated
average (FedAvg), requires all the participating edge
devices to perform same number of training rounds
regardless of their system and statistical heterogeneity.
The mentioned heterogeneities stem stragglers who
cannot complete their all training rounds thereby
delaying global model aggregations. Stragglers have
been a topic of interest in distributed systems from past
few years. The interest of stragglers in FL grew quite fast
in recent literature. We are interested in edge federated
learning (EFL) where FL is an application in edge
computing. Figure 2 represents the straggling device

Fig. 2 Stragglers in EFL.

scenario where Device 3 takes more time delaying global
model aggregation. The research work for preserving
privacy has been a hot topic for many years[32–34],
it has also been discussed in edge framework[35].
In EFL, stragglers issue can intensify degradation
of model performance as the participating devices
are in millions and uncertain about their prolonged
participation as well as their complete time dedication
for model training. System heterogeneity arises from
different computational capabilities of clients—having
different system configurations. Similarly, statistical
heterogeneity is due to the high dimensional data with
large number of features or parameters. For instance,
images are stacked on top of each other forming video
where pixel values stored could be very complex. Hence,
the processing time for such kind of data also requires
devices to completely dedicate their system resources.
Any limitation in system resources or complexity in data
can manifest stragglers thereby decreasing model utility.
Large number of parameters from high dimensional data
have been a statistical problem in literature, where the
use of efficient methods to identify appropriate required
features was adopted. Many deep neural networks
used for federated model training have large number
of parameters, millions in number due to high data
dimensionality[36–38]. These large number of parameters
make it challenging for model training. Deep learning
is often helpful in dealing with feature extraction so
that a model with optimal features is selected with
feasible number of parameters[39]. In Ref. [40], the
authors talked about client-drift due to high-dimensional
data together with few local steps hurts global model
convergence. Further, high data dimensionality of
model parameters causes communication latency in
mobile edge computing between base stations and edge
devices[41]. In Ref. [42], clients are grouped as per
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their data distributions and then their individual model
is obtained from each group. The benefit of doing this
clustered approach for model aggregation is that the
high dimensional model parameters from clients which
belong to other group cannot reach other distribution
group thereby improving the performance of model
training.

Although an EFL is envisioned as a promising
solution for faster and scalable model aggregation, it
suffers from the straggling-effect. That is, devices
with heterogeneity in data and system can cause
delay communicating their local updates to edge
servers. Stragglers can cause a major hindrance in
EFL implementation by causing the slow-down of
run time performance. Many methods have been
considered for the above-mentioned challenges such
as synchronous updates, asynchronous communication,
and hybrid approaches (combining synchronous and
asynchronous behaviors) to combat stragglers. Recent
literature dealt with the straggler issue by exploiting the
edge computing benefits. For instance, in Ref. [43], the
FL made straggler efficient by offloading the training
process at edge servers. In Ref. [44], the straggling-
effect associated with communication heterogeneity is
studied and re-configurable intelligent surface (RIS)
is employed for efficient model aggregation and
performance improvement. Similarly, for over-the-air
FL, in Ref. [45] straggling edge devices are assisted
with multiple relays for uploading model parameters to a
server. Therefore, communication heterogeneity in EFL
is dealt in Ref. [45]. In Ref. [46], the stale gradients of
stragglers are used to improve model utility. However,
gradient staleness can further increase model complexity
and decrease run-time performance due to difficulty in
finding the global optima. Although, the existing work
focused on various techniques for mitigating stragglers
such as asynchronous updates[47], ridge shrinkage[48],
sparsity for efficiency[49], incorporating fasters clients
according to their speed[50], and ridge penalization[48]

for smoothness of objective function thereby improving
its convergence properties. In addition to this, to avoid
any bottleneck caused by centralized FL, blockchain
enabled asynchronous federated learning was introduced
in Ref. [51].

From regularization perspective, some studies used
lasso (L1 regularization) and others used ridge (L2
regularization)[48]. In other words, when the number of
predictors exceed the number of observations, the lasso

does not perform well. Further, nor ridge regression
can work alone when parameters are larger in data.
Therefore, individually, lasso and ridge do not perform
well. In literature, focus is on usage of lasso or ridge
to obtain efficiency. However, the advantages of both
combined methods have not been considered. Therefore,
elastic net is the combination of both lasso and ridge
penalization. The application of elastic net in EFL
is remained unexplored. In this paper, we focus on
application of elastic net regularization in EFL which
consists of combination of lasso and ridge penalty in
local objectives of edge devices. Both lasso and ridge are
effective for statistical learning in literature. Elastic net is
a successful method in sparse representation and works
well when the number of parameters is large. So, elastic
net regularization works well by balancing between lasso
and ridge. The key contributions of this paper are as
follows.
� We identify and formulate stragglers as a distributed

optimization problem in edge federated learning.
Stragglers are edge devices whose response to an edge
sever for model aggregation is slow. The delay in
response is due to data heterogeneity associating large
number of parameters and gradient divergence due to
partial submissions
� We propose elastic optimized edge federated

learning (FedEN) approach to deal with stragglers
due to data heterogeneity contributed by today’s high
dimensional data and partial edge device participation.
FedEN mitigates stragglers by dealing with large
number of features with the help of lasso penalization
generating sparse efficient models. In addition to this,
edge devices stay near to local optima with the help of
ridge penalization thereby restricting the strict feature
elimination of lasso. Hence, elastic optimization in EFL
gives an optimal balance between lasso and ridge thereby
benefiting EFL with elimination of stragglers.
� Our extensive experiments for image classification

using FedEN prove that our work gives substantially
higher accuracy and lower loss compared to benchmark
algorithms.

With FedEN, improved training performance with
sparse models updates communicated and grouping
correlated variables. We conduct experiments on MNIST
and CIFAR-10 datasets using convolutional neural
network (CNN) with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
as an optimizer. Results demonstrate that FedEN
has improved run time performance compared to
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baselines. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the straggler mitigation
in literature. Section 3 introduces the problem of
stragglers in edge federated learning and the elastic
federated learning algorithm for the proposed framework.
Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results and the
conclusion is in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In this section, we go through the research studies
dealing with stragglers in literature. There has been
innumerable methods used for mitigation of straggles.
Some methods are efficient to deal with stragglers while
others simply ignore them from research studies.

The problem of stragglers has been studied by many
research works in literature as a distributed optimization
problem. Reference [52] proposed the concept of back
up worker to mitigate stragglers. The main concept was
to increase training speed by introducing redundancy in
terms of additional participating clients. In this approach,
a total of (N C b) clients are considered where b
indicates extra clients for redundancy. During training
process, whenever first N clients respond back, the
server stops waiting for the other updates and performs
global aggregation while discarding the updates received
later. Whereas in Ref. [53] exploitation of stragglers is
focused by fixing the computation and communication
deadline so that all workers complete training in same
duration of time and communicate with server without
any wait time. This reduces wastage of resources as
stated in earlier approaches. Additionally, the former
approach works well only when stragglers are less than
or equal to the back up workers, b, considered. If there
are more than b then this resembles to an ideal stragglers
situation where the wait time is introduced. Moreover,
both of them follow a synchronous distributed training
approach and are approaches followed in distributed
systems. However, these are also applicable to the
context of FL where distributed training is performed
without data sharing. Some of the studies such as
Ref. [54], tried avoiding the straggler problem. In another
study, the approach of adjusting the training batch was
studied according to computation time taken by clients
in Ref. [55] where the identification of both static and
dynamic stragglers have been performed. However, the
adjustment depends on the computation time of the
workers at the previous iteration which takes more
time to decide the mini batch size and update it in

subsequent rounds. While in Ref. [56], the training
speed of each worker is managed by a parallelism
manager. If stragglers are detected by comparing the
remaining time of a worker with the standard epoch
time, its task is transferred to the fast clients to speed
up the training process. This is similar to Ref. [57],
where the data duplication among clients is seen as
a way to mitigate straggling problem in distributed
systems. The algorithms for straggler mitigation in
distributed system mainly involve data duplication
among clients, tasks re-assignment, and ignoring or
dropping stragglers (as in case of federated averaging).
These methods are not applicable in the context of
FL since data are not considered as a central entity
at cloud server. Hence, the problem of stragglers
in FL is unique with its own characteristics and can
be deteriorating in case of federated edge computing
context. Since FL in edge computing (EC) can cause the
various issues such as computation and communication
delays due to straggling nodes at the edge levels[58], the
intermediate edge level communications remain halted
thereby delaying the cloud communication at the next
level. In Ref. [59], in order to deal with stragglers
in EC scenario, the number of clients selected by the
edge serves is considered to be large so that even if the
straggling nodes happen to arise, it shall not have major
impact.

To alleviate stragglers in FL, which could be
thought of as a distributed optimization without data
centralization and dissemination among clients, various
techniques have been implemented. For instance,
ESync[60] which involves dealing with blocking time
of pioneers instead of focusing on the long-tail
(straggling) effect was recently proposed. ESync tries
to utilize the idle time of pioneers by allowing them
to perform additional training rounds only if it can be
accommodated within the predicted straggler response
time.

Based on the straggler response time, the state server
decides if the training round of the pioneer could
be proceeded or allowed to synchronize. It is worth
mentioning that if pioneers are allowed to perform too
much local training during the wait time for stragglers,
it could diverge from the local minimum thereby adding
inaccurate results to global model. A different approach
from ESync is introduced in TiFL[50]. TiFL selects
the clients with similar response time into a same tier
such that whenever the clients are randomly selected
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from a tier, they would take same time for returning the
updates to the server. Unlike all of the above methods,
FedProx[48] introduces a proximal term to deal with
system and statistical heterogeneity which are the causes
towards straggling-effect. The notion behind addition
of proximal term to FedAvg is reparameterizing it such
that the local updates are not diverged from the global
objective, thereby involving partial work of the clients
by tuning it.

While others focus on profiling clients into tiers
(TiFL), restricting clients to diverge from global
objective (FedProx), and utilizing block time for
pioneers (ESync), FedCS[47] focuses client selection as
an important step for the federated training in mobile
edge computing. The selection ensures that only clients
who can perform model training and update within the
set deadline are selected. In this way, more clients can
be incorporated in the training process to achieve high
performance results unlike the baseline FL protocol with
random selection restricting the number of clients per
round. Some of the recent literature that dealt with
stragglers in edge networks are Refs. [61–63].

There are various studies in literature as mentioned
before[26, 27, 31, 45, 46] that have dealt with stragglers
in edge federated scenario. Inspired by the above
mentioned studies, we propose elastic net optimization
algorithm for federated learning (FedEN). FedEN is a
customized version of FedAvg[13] and closely related
to FedProx[48] consisting of tuning parameter � and
mixing parameter ˛. Compared to FedProx, FedEN
tries to optimize the local objective such that the sparse
models are obtained and at the same time parameters are
shrinked to reach as close as possible to the local optima.
Algorithm 1 shows the general traditional federated
averaging technique and Table 1 shows the notations
used in the paper.

Algorithm 1 Federated averaging
Input: B;N;E; and �
Output: federated trained global model

1: Target accuracy not achieved
2: Global model parameters broadcast to edge devices
3: Local model training at each client
4: if complete local training after E updates then
5: send the updated parameters to the edge server
6: if local updates received by the edge server then
7: perform aggregation using Eq. (3)
8: end if
9: end if

Table 1 Notations.
Notation Description

� Tuning parameter
ˇ0 Lasso solution
� Subgradient from KKT optimality solution
A Predictor matrix
ˇ0LARS LARS lasso solution
� Optimal stability point
� Step size
sg Stochastic gradient
N Total edge devices
T Total communication rounds
L Loss function
X Algorithm
DDd1; d2; : : : ; dn Data samples
n Observations
p Features
F.w/ Objective function
F 0.w/ Derivative of objective function (gradient)
Mtotal Centralized data model
Mglobal Federated trained model
Y Output predictor
LSS Least square estimate
RSS Residual sum of squares
EFL Edge federated learning

3 System Modeling and Analysis

In this section, we describe the general edge
federated learning framework and stragglers in the
proposed framework and introduce the straggler-resistant
optimization algorithm. We first describe the learning
based edge computing and federated learning to propose
edge federated learning in the subsequent sections.

In edge computing[64], for training a machine learning
(ML) model[65], data are offloaded at the edge server.
The edge server then trains the offloaded data from the
edge devices. The benefit from this type of offloading
is that the data are easily accessible rather than being
downloaded from a centralized server. Further, the
communication time with the centralized server is greatly
reduced with the introduction of server at the edge level.
The bandwidth is improved and latency is decreased.
In federated learning[13], the clients utilize their local
datasets and perform local training instead of transferring
the data to the server for training. The main advantage
is the privacy of the local data as it is not transmitted
anywhere for training.

3.1 Edge federated learning

From the perspective of performance, the above two
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schemes are limited by either computation or
communication barrier. In edge computing learning,
offloading data to the edge server can cause the privacy
issues. Further, the data uploading time is relatively high
if the datasets are large enough. On the other hand, the
parameter server architecture of FL is rigid and creates a
bottleneck while communicating the training results and
downloading the initial model parameters.

We consider an edge federated learning (EFL) context
which consists of edge server and N edge devices
available for the federated learning (FL). These N edge
devices can be represented as N D f1; 2; : : : ; N g. Only
S � N are randomly selected for the training process.
Let T be the communication rounds required for model
aggregation and the index for representation be t . E
is the total number of updates performed by the edge
devices for local training with the index e. The model
parameter is represented as !. For an edge device i in
round t with local update step e, the model parameter is
represented as !ti;e .

The main objective for efficient EFL is to minimize
the loss which can be formulated as follows:

min
1

N

NX
iD1

fi .!/ (1)

where fi .!/ is the loss function for device i for the
sample .xi ; yi /.

For j edge devices, the loss function is

Fj .!/ D
1

Nj

X
i2 ǰ

fi .!/ (2)

The global loss is defined as the summation over all
the local loss functions

f .!/ D

JX
jD1

nj

n
Fj .!/ (3)

Generally, there are three steps in edge federated
learning training. They are (1) broadcast of model
parameters by the edge server to the clients, (2) local
model training at the client side and sending the updated
model to the edge server, and (3) model aggregation by
the edge server and repeating Steps (1) to (3) until target
accuracy is reached. Figure 3 shows the FL performed at
an edge level. The local update performed by the clients
can be modelled as follows:

!tC1i  !ti � ��i .!
t
i / (4)

where !tC1i is the model parameter for the edge device
i for rounds t C 1. After E local model updates as in
Eq. (2), the updated parameters are then aggregated by
the edge server as follows:

Fig. 3 FL at each edge level.

!tC1  !t C
��

jS j

X
i2S

.!ti � !
t / (5)

The aggregated model parameters then form a global
model whose model parameters are again broadcasted
to the edge devices in an iterative manner.

Local SGD: According to Ref. [66], local SGD can be
a critical component of federated learning. Further, the
addition of regularization term in local SGD can improve
generalization[67]. Local SGD applies the stochastic
gradient descent as a local optimizer. However, there is
no guarantee that if local SGD being used can guarantee
convergence without any assumptions. Therefore, the
assumption on the gradient bounds and dissimilarity
is assumed in most of the works in recent literature.
For instance, in Ref. [68], gradient dissimilarity is
assumed and the bound is made on the gradients.
Generally, the common assumptions of lipschitzness,
krFj .!/ � rFj .!

j/j 6 Lk! � !jj, are assumed for
any of the theoretical guarantees, followed by bounded
and dissimilar gradients.

Heterogeneity and convergence: As mentioned in
earlier sections, we consider system and statistical
heterogeneity in our work. Incorporation of system
heterogeneity implies that the devices who cannot
complete their required number of local iterations
in training can perform any random number of
iterations and contribute in the model aggregation.
And, high dimensional data with larger number of
parameters are long time statistical problem in literature
which contributes to statistical heterogeneity causing
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straggling-effect. The divergence of edge devices from
the local objective is due to the statistical heterogeneity
which worsens when the number of model parameters
is very large and computationally-inefficient straggling
devices contribute their incomplete results in model
aggregation. In literature, different notations are used
to specify the intensity or degree of heterogeneity as
per the variances in the local objective assumptions.
For instance, in Ref. [48], bounded dissimilar gradient
assumption was analyzed. Whereas, Ref. [69] first
used the term gradient diversity which measures the
dissimilarity degree of individual gradients of the loss
functions. Therefore, the gradient is larger when the
products between the gradients are small. Its ratio is
defined as follows:

r.!/ D

NP
iD1

jjrfi .!/jj
2
2

jj

NP
iD1

rfi .!/jj
2
2

(6)

3.2 Elastic federated learning

We formally define edge federated learning straggler
problem, in which S randomly chosen edge devices
collaboratively participate for training a classification
model and delay communication with the edge
server. The reason for straggler is the computation
or statistical heterogeneity. We consider statistical
heterogeneity contributors as the devices that perform
more explorations while local training and the re-
participation of the straggling devices which in turn
increases the data correlation. The goal is to minimize
the local loss and improve the training performance
by achieving the target test accuracy with reduced
communication rounds.

The edge devices have statistical variances in their
local data which can facilitate straggler manifestation.
We allow the local edge devices to perform more
exploration to reduce the number of communication
rounds with the edge server. Moreover, to limit the
effect of statistical variance, elastic penalization is used
in the local optimizers for better performance. We
consider generalized linear models (GLM) in FL. FedEN
is equivalent to introducing penalization via lasso (L1)
and ridge (L2) on the model weight w. Let Ql.w; x; y/ be
the elastic net local objective loss which is equivalent to
the expectation of the original loss consisting of varied
parameter weights obtained from the global model.
That is

Local objective D Ql.!; x; y/ (7)

where ! is the model parameter and y is the predictor
for an input feature x. Taking expectation, the loss is
represented as follows:

Ej Œl.!; x; y/� D l.!; x; y/C �.!/ (8)

And
�.!/ D �

�
.1 � ˛/=2jj!jj2 C ˛jj!jj

�
(9)

where l.�/ can be any suitable loss function and �.w/ is
the elastic net penalty over the loss function consisting
of the mixing parameter ˛ in the penalization. In Eq. (9),
� is the tuning parameter with � > 0 and ˛ is the mixing
parameter with 0 6 ˛ 6 1. The function in Eq. (8)
with the assumption of strongly convex and choice
of mixing parameter becomes fj .w;wt /, namely the
hessian function. So, from Eq. (9), � and ˛ relate to the
strength of the regularization. In general, ˛ D 0 means
the application of L2 on the model weights. Moreover,
when ˛ D 1, the sparsity based lasso is imposed on
the model weights thereby creating the sparsity in the
local models. With � > 0 and ˛ < 1, the elastic
net problem has a unique solution irrespective of the
correlations.

EN is particularly useful when the dataset is
high dimensional with predictors (p) are larger than
the observations (n). As mentioned earlier, it is a
combination of lasso (L1) and rigde (L2) penalty. Both
L1 and L2 are effective for statistical learning in
literature as a good balance between them can achieve
sparse models with better prediction accuracy. Elastic
net has a tuning parameter � and a mixing parameter
˛. The mixing parameter ˛ regulates the amount of
weight given to lasso and ridge. With ˛ D 0, elastic
net is equivalent to ridge regression. Similarly, when
˛ D 1, elastic net penalization becomes special case of
lasso thereby imposing only L1 penalty on the model
parameters while training. L1 penalty helps in better
feature selection thereby giving sparse results. However,
the L2 penalty adds smoothness to the objective function
by shrinking the model parameters. Therefore, ridge
penalty keeps the model parameters shrinked in a way
that the gradient divergence is reduced and the local
optima is achievable.

We employ the following standard
assumptions[48, 70–72] for edge federated learning
algorithm.

Assumption 1 (lipschitz gradient): The function f
is L-smooth if its gradient is L-lipschitz continuous, i.e.,
for any two model parameters ! and !j, Fj .!/ is the
lipshitz gradient for each edge devide j such that j 2
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1; 2; : : : ; N . That is, jrFj .!/�rFj .!j/j 6 Lj!�!jj.
Assumption 2 (B—gradient dissimilarity): The

local gradients are B-dissimilar from each other. That is,
jrFj .!/j 6 Bjrf .!/j:

Assumption 3 (ˇ̌̌—inexact local solutions): For
each device j such that j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; N g and
t communication rounds, local training results in
ˇ dissimilar solutions, i.e., jrfj .!tC1j ; !t /j 6
ˇjrfj .!; !

t /j.
Assumption 4 (ııı—bounded hessian): For a strongly

convex Function Eq. (8) with the smallest eigen-value
and the indentity matrix I , the bounded hessian can be
defined as r2Fj .w/ � �ıI .

The loss function in Formula (1) is strictly convex and
differentiable. For any prediction matrix A, sub-gradient
� , lasso solution ˇ0, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions for Formula (1) can be presented as follows:

AT.�rf /.Aˇ0/ D ��; �i 2

(
sign.ˇ0/; if ˇ0 ¤ 0I

Œ�1; 1�; if ˇ0 D 0
(10)

where rf is the function of Rn. We can define the
equicorrelation set and the signs as follows:
� D fi 2 f1; 2; : : : ; pg W jAT

i .�rf /.Aˇ
0/j D �g;

s D sign.AT
� .�rf /.Aˇ

0// (11)

If A 2 Rnxp is a prediction matrix with entries drawn
from the continuous probability distribution on Rnp, then
for a strictly convex function f , which is differentiable
and � > 0, the objective function in Formula (1) has a
unique solution with probabilty as one. More generally,
results can be applied to any convex differentiable loss
function f; as in the following logistic regression loss as
follows:

f .!/ D

nX
iD1

f�yixi C log.1C exp.xi //g (12)

Lemma 1: Local SGD can be defined as follows:

!tC1 D
1

N

NX
iD1

!t � �trf .!t / (13)

Theorem 1: Let Assumptions 1–3 hold. Then each
round of convergence of regularized SGD with step size
�t 6 1=2l and variance �2 has the following properties:

EŒf .!t / � f .!tC1/� > E
h�t
2
jrf .!t /

2
j

i
� �t�

2

(14)
The convergence results with variance as zero � D 0

step size, �t D 1=2l is given by Ref. [73] as O .lB=T /.
The amount of variance affects convergence time. The
larger the variance, the larger the convergence time to
reach. Therefore, the use of elastic term remediates

this effect by elastic optimization approach which
improves the prediction accuracy and the training
efficiency by reaching target accuracy in less number
of communication rounds.

Theorem 2: Let Assumption 2 hold. That is,
EjjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj

2 6 �2. For any �, we haveq
1C �2

�
> D�. We follow the assumption of

dissimilarity as stated in Ref. [48]. We can derive
the relationship between the gradient dissimilarity for
the local objectives and the bounded variance for the
gradients as follows:

Ej jjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj
2 6 �2 (15)

We further expand Formula (15),
Ej jjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj

2;

Ej jjrFj .!tC1/ � rf .!tC1/jj
2;

Ej jjrFj .!tC1/ � rf .!t /Crf .!t / � rf .!tC1/jj
2;

Ej jjrFj .!tC1/ � rf .!t /j � jrf .!tC1/ � rf .!t /jj
2:

The combined formula can be written as follows:
Ej jjrFj .!/�rf .!/jj

26�2Cjrf .!tC1/�rf .!t /jj
2:

We define the dissimilarity B for jrf .!tC1/�
rf .!t /jj

2 ¤ 0 as the following formula:

B.!tC1/ D

s
Ej ŒjjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj

2�

jrf .!tC1/ � rf .!t /jj2
(16)

B.!tC1/
2
D
Ej jjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj

2

jrf .!tC1/ � rf .!t /jj2
6

�2

jrf .!tC1/ � rf .!t /jj
2
C 1:

Theorem 2 and Assumption 2 quantify the
dissimilarity that the devices can possess in the edge
federated learning. The dissimilarity in local functions
increases when B.!/ > 0. So, the larger B means
larger dissimilarity among edge devices. For all ! there
exists � such that B.!/ 6 B�. We can say that there
is a sub-optimal � solution which differs among the
edge devices. When the gradients are bounded by some
non-negative constants,we get the following implication:

B.!tC1/ D

s
Ej ŒjjrFj .!/ � rf .!/jj

2�

jrf .!tC1/ � rf .!t /jj2
6 B� 6r

1C
�2

�
(17)

Theorem 3 (���-optimal stability): An algorithm
X.�/ is � optimal stable if the datasets D1 D

fd1; d2; : : : ; dng and its twin D2 D fd 01; d
0
2; : : : ; d

0
ng

with d being the data test sample have the following:
EX Œjf .X.D1/I d/ � f .X.D2I d//j� 6 � (18)
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Therefore, �-stability indicates that the generalization
is bounded by �.

Theorem 4 (smooth functions): Let F.!/ be a
function which is -smooth with step size, � D
�

N 2
and T be the number of communication

rounds. Then, after
2

�2
N 2.F.!/ � F �/ 6 T updates

with .1 C ı=2/� > EŒjjrF.wi /jj
2
2�, where N 2 D

1=n
nP
iD1

jjrfi .!/jj
2
2; �-optimality condition, ı is a

constant.
Theorems 3 and 4 have been also discussed in

Ref. [69] which discussed the informal convergence
guarantees for gradient diversity to achieve �-optimal
solution by bounding the distance to the optimal by B
times.

Lemma 2: With the objective function in Formula (1)
satisfying Assumptions 1–4. Let !t not be a stationary
solution in proposed algorithm, then the global model
objective is decreased as follows:

EŒf .!/tC1� 6 f .!t /:

Theorem 5 (elastic convergence): Elastic net
utilized two tuning parameter �1; �2 > 0. With �2 > 0,
then the solution for elastic net is unique. We consider
the fact that for any fixed �1 > 0, the elastic net
converges to the minimum of L2 norm lasso solution. By
fixing any input from X and �1 > 0, for almost every
output predictor y, the elastic net converges to LARS
lasso l1 norm solution as �2! 0C.

Proof: According to Lemma 13 defined in Ref. [74],
if for any output vector, y … N , where N � Rn, the
LARS lasso satisfies ˇ0LARS.�1/i ¤ 0, 8i 2 �. To fix
y … N , we rewrite lasso solution as follows:

ˇ0LARS
�� .�1/ D 0;

ˇ0LARS
� .�1/ D .A

T
�A�/

C.AT
�y � �1s/ (19)

where � is equicorrelation set, A is the predictor matrix,
s is the sign, ˇ0 is lasso solution, ˇ0LARS is LARS lasso
solution, and � is optimal stable point. We define the
function as
f .�2/ D .A

T
�A� C �2I /

�1.AT
�y � �1s/ for � > 0;

f .0/ D .AT
�A�/

C.AT
�y � �1s/ (20)

with the equicorrelation correlation set � and fixed sign
s, the function f is continuous on Œ0;1/. Therefore, for
small �2 > 0, the elastic net solution for both the tuning
parameters is given as follows:
ˇ0Elastic
�� .�1; �2/ D 0 and ˇ0Elastic

�� .�1; �2/ D f .�2/

(21)

We show that the above solution satisfies Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions for lasso as in Ref.
[74], for smaller values of �2. Therefore, the KKT
conditions for the elastic net problem can be presented
as follows:

AT.y � Aˇ0Elastic/ � �2ˇ
0Elastic

D �1� (22)

where � is the subgradient from the KKT optimality
condition.

We have � for the i -th subgradient defined as follows:

�i 2

(
sign.ˇ0Elastic/; if ˇ0Elastic ¤ 0I

Œ�1; 1�; if ˇ0Elastic D 0
(23)

Since, f .0/ D ˇ0LARS.�1/ (the equicorrelation
coefficients of LARS lasso) at the tuning parameter �1
and y … N , there exists the continuity of f for small �2.
Further, we know jjAT

��
.y � A�f .0//jj1. Therefore,

by having direct calculations we get the following which
verifies KKT conditions for small �2 with I being the
identity matrix which does not have any inverse.
AT
� .y � A�f .�2// � �2f .�2/ D

AT
�y � .A

T
�A� C �2I /.A

T
�A� C �2I /

�1AT
�y C A

T
�y�

.AT
�A� C �2I /.A

T
�A� C �2I /

�1�1s D �1s (24)

4 Experiment

In this section, we analyse the performance of our
proposed algorithm, FedEN, in the presence of stragglers
in edge federated learning. FedEN is described in
Algorithm 2. Further, we verify the effectiveness of
FedEN in case of statistical heterogeneity imposed due
to partial results submission from edge devices. We also
discuss the result of mixing parameter ˛ in the local
objectives of the participating edge devices. We then

Algorithm 2 FedEN: Elastic optimized federated learning
Input: B, N, E, and �
Output: Trained global model

1: Edge Device: i D 1; 2; : : : ; N W
2: target accuracy not achieved
3: Global model parameters downloaded to edge devices
4: Local model initialization and training using Eq. (8)
5: yi  !

6: !tC1
i
 !t

i
� �i�i .!

t
i
/C �.!t

i
/

7: if local training complete after E steps then
8: send the updated model parameters from model yi to the

edge server
9: end if

10: Edge Server:
11: if local updates received by the edge server then
12: perform aggregation using Eq. (5)
13: end if
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compare FedEN with the benchmark algorithms, FedAvg
and FedProx. For simplicity we consider federated
training at one edge layer. Experiments are implemented
with well-known deep learning framework, PyTorch[75]

with python modules. The set up can be described as
follows:

System heterogeneity: We consider that 10%
and 50% of heterogeneous devices are stragglers
and contribute their incomplete results in the model
aggregation. Therefore, 10% of computational
heterogeneity (alias to system heterogeneity), means
the straggling devices are 10% out of total participating
clients. Similarly, 50% of heterogeneity indicates that
half of the participating edge devices are stragglers and
the variance in data will be high causing divergence
from the local objective.

Statistical heterogeneity: Our primary objective is
to perform image classification using the datasets,
MNIST and CIFAR-10. MNIST consists of 60 000
training samples and 10 000 testing samples. Whereas
CIFAR-10 has 50 000 training samples and 10 000
testing samples. We assume the edge devices have half
of the data from similar distribution. Hence, only half
of the data of all the devices are not from the overall
distribution. Therefore, we divide data between the
edge devices in such a way that each device has some
data from same distributions. In our case, each device
will have some data from each of the 10 classes from
MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. Further, we consider
two sources of statistical heterogeneity contributing
to emergence of stragglers. The incomplete results or
partial results submission causes the edge devices to
diverge from the local objectives and enhances the
straggling-effect thereby contributing to the statistical
heterogeneity. Similarly, the high dimensional data from
the edge devices have large number of parameters
which further add on to the data variance (alias to
statistical heterogeneity). Hence, the former specified
heterogeneity sources cause stragglers.

Training hyper-parameters: For training on image
classification using MNIST and CIFAR-10, we use
convolutional neural networks. The hyper-parameters
used are listed in Table 2.

There are various machine learning models that
can be used according to the problem statement and
requirements. Different models include linear regression,
logistic regression, support vector machines (SVM),
neural networks (NN), and Bayesian regression. Any
of the aforementioned models could be used as per

Table 2 Training hyper-parameters.
Parameter Value

Local epoch (E) 10
Local batch size (B) 10

Communication round (T) 100
Edge device (N) 100

Client selection fraction (C) 0.01
Learning rate (�) 0.01

the problem type and the solution needed. For us, we
aim for image classification using MNIST and CIFAR-
10 datasets. We use convolutional neural networks.
Convolutional neural networks are used to train on the
image classification tasks. Training is performed using
MNIST and CIFAR-10 image datasets. For MNIST,
local training is performed on training set. MNIST model
network starts with the input layer followed by the two
convolutional layers of size 5 pixel � 5 pixel. These
convolutional layers are used for feature extraction and
the linear layer at the end of the network acts as a
classifier. Next, the convolutional layer is followed
up with max pooling of size 2 pixel � 2 pixel. The
max pooling layer helps in dimensionality reductions.
After max pooling layer, a fully connected layer of
512 units is used. Activation function is used in ReLu.
Finally, the output layer consists of Softmax function for
predicting the classification probabilities. For CIFAR-
10, CNN model has 64 (5 pixel � 5 pixel) filters for
two convolutional layers. Next, convolutional layers
are followed by two fully connected layers. First fully
connected layer consists of 394 neurons and the second
fully connected layer consists of 192 neurons. We use
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as the optimizer
and the learning rate of 0.01. We adopt local mini-
batch size of 10. The CNN structure specified earlier
is similar to the one specified by Ref. [13]. Further,
baseline algorithms (FedAvg and FedProx) also use
the same CNN architecture (for fair comparison). The
test accuracy for both MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets
is shown in Table 3 and the train losses are given in
Table 4. Further, the bar chart representation for CIFAR-
10 and MNIST accuracy is shown in Figs. 4–7 and their
losses are shown in Figs. 8–11. Below are the federated
learning algorithms which we use as the benchmarks to
compare our proposed model.
� FedAvg: Local updation rule involves simple

stochastic gradient descent for some number of iterations
before communicating results with server.
� FedProx: Edge devices update their local model
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Table 3 CIFAR-10/MNIST test accuracy with 10% and 50% stragglers.

Straggler number Method
Test accuracy (%)

CIFAR-10 MNIST
R50 R100 R150 R200 R50 R100 R150 R200

10% straggler
FedAvgŒ13� 64.44 68.99 75.02 83.91 88.02 90.02 93.01 95.01
FedProxŒ48� 67.80 75.01 78.99 86.9 89.9 91.5 94.5 96.09

FedEN 71.94 78.9 85.5 88.7 92.7 94.89 96.83 98.89

50% straggler
FedAvgŒ13� 62.99 65.09 71.29 80.02 87.21 89.5 92.15 94.3
FedProxŒ48� 65.80 73.99 76.02 83.50 88.57 89.55 92.41 95

FedEN 69.94 82.52 83.89 86.95 91.81 92.89 95.98 97.05

Table 4 CIFAR-10/MNIST train loss with 10% and 50% stragglers.

Straggler number Method
Train loss

CIFAR-10 MNIST
R50 R100 R150 R200 R50 R100 R150 R200

10% straggler
FedAvg 0.048 0.043 0.043 0.040 0.039 0.029 0.028 0.025
FedProx 0.048 0.041 0.031 0.036 0.039 0.028 0.025 0.024
FedEN 0.046 0.038 0.037 0.034 0.036 0.027 0.025 0.022

50% straggler
FedAvg 0.051 0.045 0.040 0.042 0.042 0.040 0.032 0.030
FedProx 0.050 0.043 0.035 0.038 0.039 0.035 0.029 0.028
FedEN 0.046 0.040 0.033 0.035 0.038 0.030 0.029 0.025

Fig. 4 CIFAR-10 test accuracy with 10% stragglers.

with a proximal term in their objective function. Here,
we consider it as a benchmark since it also deals with
the statistical heterogeneity via proximal term.

We compare the performance of our proposed model,
FedEN, with such benchmarks in terms of different
numbers of communication rounds taken to reach
the target accuracy. We consider the partial device
participation scenario where the edge devices contribute
their partial results to the edge server since it cannot
complete all training iterations. These devices are known

to be stragglers with different computation capabilities.
Hence, data heterogeneity also spikes due to this type of
participation. We use MNIST (consisting of 60 000 train
and 10 000 test samples) and CIFAR-10 (consisting of
50 000 train and 10 000 test samples) for classification
task. We have implemented our algorithm in python
using pyTorch consisting of different modules for local
training, server training. Further, we incorporated 10%
and 50% of system heterogeneity to replicate the real
world uncertainty of straggling devices due to system
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Fig. 5 CIFAR-10 test accuracy with 50% stragglers.

Fig. 6 MNIST test accuracy with 10% stragglers.

heterogeneity. For instance, as can be seen in Table 1, test
accuracy for CIFAR-10 dataset with 10% of stragglers
for 200 rounds is listed and visually demonstrated as
bar graphs. The accuracy over the test data samples is
demonstrated over communication rounds 50, 100, 150,
and 200. Initially, around the communication round 50,
the test accuracy for FedAvg is 64.44% and for FedProx
it is 67.80%. FedEN achieves the accuracy of 71.94% for
around 50 communication rounds. Similarly, considering
round 100, FedEN attains the accuracy of 78.9%, higher
than that of FedAvg and FedProx. Followed by the test
accuracy of 85.5% as compared to FedAvg and FedProx

which are 75.02% and 78.99%. Comparing with all
previous training rounds, FedEN has always achieved a
better accuracy than the benchmark algorithms. Lastly
moving on the communication round 200 FedEN
achieves an accuracy of 88.70%. Therefore, comparing
with all communication rounds, FedEN achieves
higher test accuracy for CIFAR-10 classification with
consideration of 10% stragglers contributing to statistical
heterogeneity.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Our work proposes elastic optimized federated learning
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Fig. 7 MNIST test accuracy with 50% stragglers.

Fig. 8 CIFAR-10 train loss with 10% stragglers. Fig. 10 MNIST train loss with 10% stragglers.

Fig. 9 CIFAR-10 train loss with 50% stragglers. Fig. 11 MNIST train loss with 50% stragglers.

(FedEN) model. FedEN works for performance
improvement for the edge devices federated training.
Hence, local feature selection optimization problem and
the gradient divergence caused by data heterogeneity
can be solved thereby mitigating stragglers. We also
prove the theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithm
which improves the test accuracy over different number
of communication rounds required for the model
aggregation. Our experiments indicate that having elastic
optimization in the local objectives of the participating

edge devices can actually improve training performance
by reducing the number of communication rounds
required to achieve the target accuracy. Our proposed
algorithm, elastic optimized federated learning (FedEN),
performs better than benchmark algorithms such as
FedAvg and FedProx by achieving better accuracy and
less training loss. The proposed algorithm, FedEN, has
the following advantages over the benchmarks in edge
federated learning:
� FedEN allows data from stragglers to form the
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collaborative model where we set the percentage of
stragglers as 10% and 50% of the edge devices during
federated training which means that 10% or 50% of edge
devices do not perform all training rounds.
� FedEN reduces the number of communication

rounds to reach target accuracy compared with the
benchmark algorithms
� A balance between a reduction in the number of

parameters and their shrinkage makes the objective
function smooth and improves prediction accuracy.

FedEN is the re-parameterization of FedAvg and
FedProx such that the tuning parameter � and the mixing
parameter ˛ can alter the training performance. When
� D 0, FedEN is similar to FedAvg. Furthermore,
when the mixing parameter ˛ D 0, then FedEN is
similar to FedProx where the proximal term is used in
the local objectives. Stragglers due to large number
of parameters from high dimensional data from IoT
edge devices, for instance, cause the computation
burden on the edge devices. Similarly, due to 10% and
50% of edge devices contributing the partial results,
the statistical heterogeneity worsens thereby causing
gradient divergence. Hence, FedEN can balance between
the two penalization mentioned earlier, lasso and ridge,
thereby producing sparse models with better prediction
accuracy.

Limitations of FedEN: The main limitation of
FedEN is the uncertainty about the actual percentage
of stragglers that might exist during the training process.
Additionally, the ad-hoc nature of wireless connectivity
as well as system heterogeneity can cause an edge device
which is working perfectly at first to become a straggler
at any point in the training time or during any iteration
round. We have only investigated model training with
convolutional neural networks. Training on different
neural networks has not been investigated which would
open doors to address many training challenges for
edge devices. In addition to this, cross-validation for
tuning parameter could possibly be an option to further
improve the training and testing results of the proposed
algorithm.
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